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We could go the long way around and talk about German postwar music history such as “Krautrock” , “Kosmische” and “JazzRock” and what these terms mean to us. But we could also just
say: “Hello, we are C.A.R. from Cologne and we play music as
we like it: A little bit acoustic, a little bit electronic; on a trip, but
without a specific destination; intense but not brutal; spherical,
but not arbitrary; excessive, yet precise. Does this help you? No?
Then stay a while and listen!”

http://thisiscar.de
https://www.facebook.com/thisiscar/
https://thisiscar.bandcamp.com/releases

Contact
Kenn Hartwig
+49 176 23567404
kenn@thisiscar.de

C.A.R. @ G5A, Mumbai, 2017

This is C.A.R.
C.A.R. was founded in 2011 by Johannes Klingebiel and Kenn Hartwig in Cologne,
Germany. After an early period of artistic orientation they released “Beyond The Zero”
(2014), the “Interlude EP” (2017), “Look Behind You” (2018) “Befunde ab 1999“ (2020),
the EP “Elektronik / Erlösung“ (2021) and “Any Percent“ (2021). Originally playing
experimental jazz, the media recently labeled their music as Krautrock, Kosmische,
Electronica and experimental Pop.
Among the highlights of the band´s career were gigs and residencies such as Fusion
Festival, Jazzfest Kolkata and Casa Banchel in Madrid. By invitation of the Goethe
Institute C.A.R. went on a four week long tour playing concerts in Pakistan, Sri Lanka and
India in 2017. In November 2018 they went to China to play four concerts, taking part in
the Jazz Improvise Meeting Festival.
In 2019, C.A.R. curated and hosted the concert series “C.A.R. presents Kraut am
Ebertplatz“ in Cologne with seven bands on four days, presenting to the audience a
cross-section of a new musical movement that got consolidated under the term Krautjazz
by now. The series was crowned by the joint appearance of C.A.R. and Damo Suzuki,
the former singer of the band CAN on legendary albums such as Tago Mago and Ege
Bamyasi.
Also in 2019 the band was featured on the sampler “Krautazz Futurism” from the label
Kryptox.

C.A.R. has been funded by the Musikfonds e.V., the Initiative Musik gemeinnützige
Projektgesellschaft mbH and the Kulturamt der Stadt Köln. C.A.R. does currently receive
the three-year-long funding programme “Ensembleförderung” of the Ministry of Culture
and Science of the State of North Rhine-Westphalia.

Releases
2014

“Beyond The Zero”

CD & digital; Unit Records

2017

“Interlude EP”

CD & digital; self-released

2018

“Look Behind You”

Vinyl, CD, digital; Bimba Music

2020

“Befunde ab 1999”

Vinyl, digital; Bimba Music

2021

“Elektronik / Erlösung”

digital; Planet Akwa

2021

“Any Percent“

Vinyl, digital; Bimba Music

Fundings
2017

Album production “Look Behind You” – funded by Kulturamt der Stadt Köln
South Asia Tour – organized and financed by Goethe Institut e.V.

2018

China Tour – funded by Initiative Musik gGmbH and Kulturamt der Stadt
Köln

2019

Concert series “C.A.R. presents Kraut am Ebertplatz” – funded by
Musikfonds e.V.

2019 – 2022

“Ensemble Funding Music” from the Ministry of Culture and Science of
the State of North Rhine-Westphalia

Press
Quotes about C.A.R. from broadcasts, magazines and cool dudes

“The psychedelic Four of C.A.R., who combine repetition
and wobbling.”

“Amalgamations of ambient sounds, Düsseldorf beats,
Krautrock influences and a pinch of BadBadNotGood.”

Ulrich Stock, Die Zeit

Jazzthing

“No matter if you describe it as kraut-jazz, trip music or
psychedelic improv [...] C.A.R. has long been a band with
its own character, in which groove, trippy sounds and the
freedom of improvisation get combined in a successful
synthesis.”

“This is great - really surprising in places, excellent work.
already put it on again... ”

Jan Tengeler, Deutschlandfunk Kultur

Leif Randt, Positionen – Texte zur aktuellen Musik

“Magic moments with the Cologne based band C.A.R.”

“When listening to C.A.R. the old fields of jazz seem to lie
on another planet.”

Klaus Fiehe – 1live

James Holden
“I intuitively assume that the men of C.A.R. are nice.”

Jörg Meyer, Kieler Nachrichten
“C.A.R. create an intimate atmosphere with a mixture of
jazz, krautrock and ambient”

“Trippy shit for spacing out and fading away.”

FAZ – Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

Fusion Festival Programme

“Enthralling psychedelic sort of 70’s music, pleasurably
taking you on underwater or interstellar wanderings.”

“Defining the future of sound.”

The Dawn, Pakistan

Jazzfest Kolkata

C.A.R. + Damo Suzuki, Ebertplatz Cologne, 2019

Press
about live concerts

X-PLORATIONS NO.II, MIT C.A.R. , AI UND HARU SPECKS 23.9. –
CHRISTUSKIRCHE DÜSSELDORF
September 25th 2017
crazewire.de

The interplay of the group (consisting of drums, contrabass, synths, and electronicly
twisted saxophone) is phenomenally concentrated and intuitive, which is simply
wonderful to watch. The sound is very playful and open, jazz in the best sense. There is,
however, a great sensitivity among the musicians, so that the dynamic overall sound is
always in the focus.
The whole concert evolves over five or six pieces, until it gets really loud at the end.
All the while the supertight drummer keeps everything in balance. The music always
remains varied and oscillates between composing, melodic parts and free improvisation
or ambient noise generation, whereby it can also get a bit weird when the bassist starts
searching for the brown tone with a short wave radio or the saxophonist playfully turns
the knobs of a small tone generator and produces wonderful chirp sounds.
An incredibly good band, if you have the opportunity, go check them out!

Getting of the Comfort Zone
(original: Kieler Nachrichten, September 29th 2015)
Playing Jazz means breaking boundaries. Or to pretend that there are none. This is
what C.A.R. do on their debut album “Beyond The Zero”. The Cologne Quartet, which
amongst others features pianist Christian Lorenzen, born in Kiel, and double bassist
Kenn Hartwig, born in Flensburg, comes to the north for four concerts with its modern,
gripping jazz approach.
“Audio Spiritual Seekers” from their debut album is a first flowing, then tense,
pulsating, ultimately aurally blossoming trip-hop piece full of electronic effects. The
title fits well to the musicians and their experimenting pleasure. “Yes, that‘s true,” says
Christian Lorenzen, who in the Nuller years brought it to some notoriety with his Band
“Inchworm”. Today, when not playing with C.A.R., he plays in other projects such as
Zooom Trio, Makkro and the classical jazz oriented Christian Lorenzen Trio. “C.A.R. has
always been looking for new sounds, working a lot with sound research, also spherical
and sometimes contemplative.” Actually relatively often.
He only had had rough sound ideas, says Kenn Hartwig, who wrote the seven-minutelong Audio Spiritual Seekers. It is not easy to build up a tension in this length. Usually
one band mamber comes up with very concrete ideas, to which the others contribute.
But also with the concerts the pieces will still develop in new directions and clear
themselves up.

Is the improvisational element extremely important for C.A.R.? “Yes, it is in fact, but it´s
not like the rhyhthm section playing form and somebody soloing,” says Hartwig. “It´s
rather a collective improvisation, which is about energies and about spaces.” The tune
“Oh No!” is a good example for this, sometimes flowing like thick stream of lava. And
the danger of screwing it when improvising? “There is courage to make mistakes and leave a certain comfort zone,” says Lorenzen. “The concept of screwing it up implies that
there is a concept of playing correctly, but that is a very academic approach.”
Lorenzen and Hartwig had already played together in the youth jazz orchestra of their
homestate Schleswig-Holstein, in 2002 their paths separated. Lorenzen went to study in
Cologne in 2003, Hartwig decided to also move to the cathedral city in 2006 as a place of
study. In 2011 the band‘s birth was the diploma concert by Lorenzen and Hartwig, with
Leonhard Huhn (saxophone, effects) and Johannes Klingebiel (drums). The name C.A.R.
came later.
When people describe the music of C.A.R. a lot of them mention the genre Krautrock. Do
they see themselves in the tradition of bands like Can, Neu! or Amon Düül? “It´s not my
teenage music, that rather was hip-hop,” says Hartwig. The band itself put the concept
of “Kraut” into play when describing their music to people. When they look at old
videos of Kraut-Bands, it is amazing to them how similar the concepts of C.A.R. can be,
although nothing was ever consciously adapted. At the end of the year C.A.R. is going
to record an EP with cover versions, translating pieces from electronic producers like
Squarepusher, but also Led Zeppelin, Pavement or Tame Impala into the C.A.R. sound,
drummer Johannes Klingebiel tells us.

And the 70s trash promo photos with courage to ugliness? “These were meant to be
a counter-design to the established standards in jazz, where people like to portray
themselves with photoshop filters through glass,” explains Hartwig. “And also to leave
an impression with people. That actually worked quite well.”

The Dawn, Nov. 20th 2017
(https://www.dawn.com/news/1371636)
ISLAMABAD: The German embassy and the Goethe Institute in Pakistan hosted a
German Jazz concert at the Pakistan National Council of the Arts (PNCA) featuring
C.A.R.The group consisted of Leonhard Huhn on the saxophone, Christian Lorenzen on
synthesizers, Kenn Hartwig playing the double bass and Johannes Klingebiel on drums.
Ambassador Martin Kobler introduced the band, saying: ”It is a particular pleasure to
welcome the four young musicians from Cologne to Pakistan. They have incorporated
electronic effects into jazz and are now embarking on a South Asian tour starting from
Islamabad.” After playing the introductory piece, Leonard Huhn said: ”It is a pleasure
to be here. We just started with two pieces which we combined and as you will realize,
that is what we do – play pieces together in parts or combined. We came together 11
years ago in Cologne and we have been making music together for about eight years.
We developed our sounds on the base of jazz - we love jazz, we play jazz. But as we went

deeper into sound we found krautrock which was a form of music very popular in the
1970s in Germany,” he said.
Similar to the bands of the early 70s, C.A.R. expanded the sonic possibilities of jazz to
include a mechanical and electronic sound with synthesizers and with the addition of
an avant-garde pulsating beat. In a manner very unusual for a jazz quartet, C.A.R. had a
strong rhythm with spurts of improvisation that at no time overpowered the collective
sound. Each instrument contributed to the piece of music with evocative hypnotic sound
effects. Michele Louise Galopin said: ”Not quite what I expected – that is more classical
jazz – but enthralling psychedelic sort of 70’s music and very pleasurable taking you on
underwater or interstellar wanderings”. The interplay of the group was interesting as
each member of the band ensured that his component contributed to the overall sound
while remaining open to the discovery that is inherent to jazz.
A member of the audience, Hina Khalid said: ”I think it was an excellent effort by
the German Embassy to bring their native music to Islamabad. I really like the music
and thought the way they played was impressive. These sorts of exchanges help in
understanding other cultures and we should send our musicians on similar tours.”
Mohammad Shaukat, who had brought his family including a very excited eight-year-old,
said: ”We found it very enjoyable. Our son is studying photography and he gets to know
about the best performances at PNCA. I liked the music very much and my daughter
wants a photographwith the band”. Another audience member Amina Asghar said: ”I’m
not sure if this concert was jazz. It was interesting music but it wasn’t anything like any
jazz music I’ve heard before”.

Press
About “Look Behind You” (2018, Bimba Music)
Really good jazz sometimes thrives in secret. Although the centers of European jazz
today are rather located in London, Zurich, Oslo and Stockholm than in Cologne, the
cathedral city has a broad, young, curious and experimental jazz scene that can rely on a
loyal following, at least locally. The Cologne Quartet C.A.R. is one of the most promising
insider tips from the Rhine metropolis. At the same time, the category “jazz” is only a
very vague description of what the four musicians are creating: the terms “KrautJazz”,
“Psychedelic Jazz” and “Trip Music” are often used to describe the genre mix of their
music. And even these are still sketchy.
Their second album “Look Behind You” (after the debut album “Beyond The Zero” from
2014 and the “Interlude EP” from 2017) begins with psychedelic alienated arpeggios
that seem borrowed from minimal music, then soon turns into trippy climes, quoting the
pinkfloyd art rock of the 1970s, shines with modern, urban grooves (an explicit praise
for the excellent rhythm section Kenn Hartwig on bass and Johannes Klingebiel on the
drums), slows down to impressionistic ambient sequences and then picks up speed
again. Analog keyboards and an Epiano (tastefully operated by Christian Lorenzen) and
saxophone (beguilingly played by Leonhard Huhn) take over the melody lead and most
of the solo parts, the sound is always pleasant, but never superficial. C.A.R. do not stand
for covert, hypervirtuoso Jazz but for a finely balanced and grooving overall sound in
which the collective is more than the sum of the individual soloists. “Look Behind You”

offers music that you can listen to as well as just run in the background. And that´s
something you can only say about very few abums.
Salvatore Pichireddu – blog.schallplattenmann.de

About the “Interlude EP” (2017, self released)
Well, their new release has much of the same intriguing mix of modern jazz and
electronic music, except this time around, they focus on the compositions of artists like
Pavement, Flaming Lips, Tame Impala and James Holden. Beyond The Zero allowed
itself to be more random with unexpected bursts of melody. The Interlude EP shows
how arresting their sound can be when they work a project that possesses a pop music
succinctness. Good stuff.
birdistheworm.com

Website
https://thisiscar.de
Music
https://thisiscar.bandcamp.com/
Youtube
http://tiny.cc/car_vids
C.A.R. feat. Damo Suzuki (CAN)
http://tiny.cc/dam0

C.A.R. is funded by:

C.A.R. + Damo Suzuki, Ebertplatz Cologne, 2019

